
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR SPEECH EVALUATION

I Have A Dream by Martin Luther King Jr. was a powerful speech presented on August 28th, about racial inequality in
America. Martin.

No, no, we are not satisfied, and we will not be satisfied until justice rolls down like waters and righteousness
like a mighty stream. Andrew Dlugan is the editor and founder of Six Minutes. He wants to convey the
impression that the measures he has planned will contribute to progress and equality. The repetition "hundred
years later makes clear that such a long period of time has not changed anything either; he gives several
examples of disadvantages with regard to the "Negroes. Self-belief from a beyond-personal source gives this
sort of power â€” and you can see the impact. Let freedom ring from every hill and molehill of Mississippi.
Nineteen sixty-three is not an end, but a beginning. This is not accidental; mentioning Mississippi would
evoke some of the strongest emotions and images for his audience. In the fifth paragraph, Martin Luther King
explains that he really wants to change life for those who are not really accepted and ensures that people from
everywhere should feel addressed by giving examples. For example, to contrast segregation with racial justice,
King evokes the contrasting metaphors of dark and desolate valley of segregation and sunlit path of racial
justice. C waves to supporters 28 August on the Mall in Washington, D. By alluding to the Declaration, King
is able to present a beautiful and compelling vision of equality. In the 3rd and 4th paragraph, King plays with
the extended metaphor of extending a check. He gave a "great beacon light of hope to the blacks l. In the last
lines he mentions different groups of people again, even "Jews, "Gentiles, "Protestants, "Catholics l. Thank
God Almighty, we are free at last! He mentioned that t his dream is "deeply rooted in the American dream..
Another thing that made his speech so memorable is how he used the parts of speech. How to Inspire What
was it that made the I have a dream speech by Martin Luther King Jr one of the greatest speaking moments of
all time? I have just read the speech of Martin L. So really, he was just speaking. As hyperbolic as it sounds,
being able to use and manipulate the English language properly into our writing and speaking can be very
influential in advocating ideas towards a community. Hennock Mpazanje 21 Jul at pm it is the best speech of
persuading people due to the tone, allusion, refrain, repetition and theme he used. Abraham Lincoln also
incorporated context in his iconic speech. In order for there to be a change, people have to step up and discuss
the topics that deserved to be talked about; and that is exactly what Martin Luther King Jr. Not only it has a
powerful purpose, but also how King had delivered this speech. In the second paragraph ll. We must forever
conduct our struggle on the high plane of dignity and discipline. With this faith, we will be able to work
together, to pray together, to struggle together, to go to jail together, to stand up for freedom together,
knowing that we will be free one day. I feel that that Martin Luther King JR and his speech put a huge impact
on the world and are a huge part of how it is today. King uses metaphors to help explain to the audience the
need for equality for all races. We refuse to believe that there are insufficient funds in the great vaults of
opportunity of this nation. In order to share his feelings and dreams with the rest of the nation, Martin Luther
King Jr. As the speech comes to a close, the pace of his repetition increases, helping to build to a crescendo.
Personification King is casting American society as a person who has done African-Americans wrong. King
wants people to realize how unfair the system is and that they should not allow for it to continue. Jay Money 4
Nov at pm i luv this speech its sooo great maahina k 6 Jan at pm I think martin luther king is a marvellous
speaker. Some of you have come fresh from narrow jail cells. This emphasizes the unity again. King had
addressed a speech that he had written and spoke of it at the Lincoln memorial in Washington D. They
represent locations that were filled with racism at the time. It's one of its kind. He really wants to change the
situation and life for everybody in a positive way.


